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Xiem Texture Combs
These Ultimate texture combs are great for 
creating lines and stripes of different widths 
to produce textural effects on malleable 
surfaces like clay, thick slip, underglaze, 
engobes, and paint. These tools are made 
with silicone to ensure a lifetime of use. Just 
pull them across the surface in straight, 
wavy, crisscross, or circular paths.
Aqua Combs = Soft  ~  Green Combs = Firm

in set A or set B              in set A or set B

2 combs per set - each set is $10.95 ea

Xiem Texture Ribs
The ultimate decorating tools! Each set has 
4 combs with diferent sizes on each side.  
With 3 different collections in both soft & 
firm, you can find the perfect texture to use!

each set is ............................. $13.95 ea

Polymer Mud Ribs
MudTools ribs by Mike Sherrill are made 
from the “stainless steel of plastics,” these 
ribs will not develop burrs. They actually 
burnish themselves as you use them.       
RB0’s - RB5’s  ............................ $9.00 ea     

size  Red Yellow Green Blue
#0 ....... RB0R ......RBOY ...... RB0C ......RB0B
#1 ....... RB1R ......RB1Y ...... RB1C ......RB1B
#2 ....... RB2R ......RB2Y ...... RB2C ......RB2B
#3 ....... RB3R ......RB3Y ...... RB3C ......RB3B
#4 ....... RB4R ......RB4Y ...... RB4C ......RB4B
#5 ....... RB5R ......RB5Y ...... RB5C ......RB5B

Large Mud Ribs
RB6R ....“Boomerang” Bowl - red.........$13.00
RB6Y ....“Boomerang” Bowl - yellow ....$13.00
RB6C ....“Boomerang” Bowl - green .....$13.00
RB6B ....“Boomerang” Bowl - blue  ......$13.00
RB7Y ....“Big Boom” Bowl - yellow .......$17.00
RB7G ....“Big Boom” Bowl - green ........$17.00
PRS .......Platter Rib 7½” ....................$16.00
PRL .......Platter Rib 11¼” ..................$20.00

Red
Very Soft

Yellow
Soft

Green
Medium

Blue
Hard

Ribs  &  Scrapers

SS0 SS1

SS2 SS4

SS5
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SSH015
SSP18

SSP24 SSP1

SSXL

SSL

SSL24

SSL18

SSXL10

HT2

RB6’s RB7’s

#1 #2 #3 #4 #5#0

Bulls Tongue Rib
Narrow end curves upward/inward for 
compressing clay inside larger vessels.
10¼” long x  2¼” wide

BT ...................................................... $24.00

UDRC  UDRCS

UDRA UDRAS UDRBUDRBS

Chartreuse Ribs 
are Softer    

Purple Ribs 
are  Firmer

Xiem Steel 
Ribs
Tailored for all your 
shaping, trimming, cutting, smoothing and 
finishing needs on a variety of materials.

SSR4A ...... Serrated .......................$3.95
SSR4B  ..... Smooth .........................$3.95

SS0 ............Plain-Edge Rib #0............$11.00
SS1 ............Plain-Edge Rib #1............$11.00
SS2 ............Plain-Edge Rib #2............$13.00
SS4 ............Plain-Edge Rib #4............$13.00
SS5 ............Plain-Edge Rib #5............$13.00
SSH015 .....Plain Rib with Hole ..........$20.00
SSP1 .........Plain-Edge Paisley ...........$14.00
SSP18 .......Paisley @ 18 cut/inch .....$14.00
SSP24 .......Paisley @ 24 cut/inch .....$14.00
SSL ............Plain Long Scraper ..........$17.00
SSL18 .......Scraper @ 18 cut/inch....$20.00
SSL24........Scraper @ 24 cut/inch ....$20.00
SSXL ..........X-Long Rib - smooth ........$25.00
SSXL10 .....X-Long Rib - serrated .......$25.00
HT2 ............Hax Clay Saw ...................$14.00

Mudtools Ribs 
All Stainless Steel

UTCAS or
UTCAF

Set A

UTCBS or
UTCBF

Set B

PRL

PRS


